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3.1   PRELIMINARY ACTIVITIES
Public administration, as well as private companies, in order to achieve its goals,
has to ensure the accomplishment of heterogeneous auxiliary activities. Some of
these activities are absolutely external to the core business or to the company
institutional mission. To ensure the execution of these activities the public
administration can choose among different solutions. First of all it can adopt in-house
management, opting to directly carry out every activity and/or service with its own
economical, human, technical and administrative resources. Thus a real
“entrepreneurial structure” is created. This solution has the strength to allow a direct
activity control, but has the weakness to be very expensive. In fact, it requires the
employment of many people (let’s think about catering service or infrastructure
construction) and the purchase of equipments and machineries for the execution
of the activities not strictly belonging to its institutional goals. Besides, all the related
risks have to be taken into account.  Moreover, the public finance has currently,
and will have in the future, less and less resources, particularly regarding the staff, to
employ in the strict institutional activities. Another solution the public administration
can adopt is the establishment of a “mixed company”, which is a juridical person
made up of a private and a public subject, who are in charge of the services’ and
works’ execution1.
Considering also the mentioned high costs of a in-house management, the legislator
suggested a solution more suitable to pursue the public interests: to outsource the
auxiliary services through the outsourcing contract model. The Italian law 448/2001
(2002 financial law) indicates in fact that “companies like local administrations,
regions and provinces have to promote appropriate actions to outsource the
services in order to obtain savings and to improve the management efficiency2”.
1 Regarding the “mixed companies”, particular attention has to be paid to two laws, which have introduced
significant news. First of all, the Italian D.Lgs. no. 163/2006, known as Contracts  Unique Code (original name:
“Codice unico degli appalti”) and adopted according to the European Directives no. 2004/17/CE and no.
2004/18/CE. Paragraph 3 of art. 32 establishes the mandatory condition that the service has to be directly
carried out by the mixed company and not by the private partner of the same company. This way the well-
established management procedure, which considered the private partner as unique player, has been
dismissed. The second significant norm on this topic is introduced by the so called Bersani Package (original
name: “Pacchetto Bersani”) regarding the introduction of free market rules (original name: “liberalizzazioni”):
in fact art.13 of L. no. 248/2006 orders that mixed companies, except when they manage public services,
have to work exclusively for the public entity that has promoted them, consequently joining the relative asset.
2 Original text: “Gli enti e le aziende di cui ai commi 6 e 7 (n.d.r. enti locali, regioni, province, ecc.) devono
promuovere opportune azioni dirette ad attuare l’esternalizzazione dei servizi al fine di realizzare economie di
spesa e migliorare l’efficienza gestionale”. Art. 24, comma 8, della Legge 28 dicembre 2001 n. 448.
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As a matter of fact, the public administration generally outsources the execution of
works and services not belonging to its primary institutional goals. The public
administration can adopt two different ways to outsource. The first one is the
outsourcing contract, based on the payment of works and services execution as
well as goods supply3. The second one is works and services concession4, based not
only on the contract payment, but also on the contractor right to manage its
delivery as well as the relative revenues5.
Through the outsourcing contract and the concession, the public administration
outsources the execution of works or services to an enterprise. Therefore, the client
(who needs to do several public works or services) has to agree as many contracts
and/or concessions as the number of works and/or services that have to be realized.
The same number of calls for tender has to be announced as well. Thus the public
administration will have as many interlocutors as the contractors’ number.
Clients have anyway at their disposal another contractual tool: the “global service”
contract, which is also the object of this book. Through the global service the public
administration contracts out to a unique subject a certain number and type of
services in order to achieve a defined goal, within a specific period of time, against
the payment of compensation.
Through the global service the client identifies a unique partner6, who will be
entrusted with the management of a large set of activities7. 
This way, the public administration outsources not just the execution of single work
and/or service that the contractor has to carry out according to the client
indications, but also the relative management. 
In fact, the additional benefit of the global service is not simply the sum of services
carried out by a unique contractor, but an homogeneous service management
aimed to achieve technical and economical standard levels, defined by the client
(during the call for tender) and eventually enhanced by the contractor (in its offer).
Goal of the global service is to devolve upon the contractor (expert companies or
consortia of companies working in different sectors) the activity planning as well, in
order to obtain efficiency and effectiveness8. 
The public administration decides the strategic and programmatic actions,
maintaining therefore the central role of controller and coordinator.
On the other hand the contractor becomes the subject who carries out the pure
management activities (i.e. the actions to be taken on).
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3 Art. 3, paragraph 6, of the Italian D.Lgs. no. 163/2006.
4 The service grant (model that joins the already existing and tested work grant, including the well-known
project financing) is an innovation introduced by art. 30 of D.Lgs no. 163/2006, corresponding to art. 3 and art.
17 of the European Directive no. 18/2004/CE.
5 Art. 3, par. 11 and 12, D.Lgs. no. 163/2006 (art.1, par. 3 and 4, European Directive 18/2004 and art. 1, par. a)
and 3b),European Directive 2004/17). 
6 Even though the contractor is a single subject, also because of the heterogeneity of the offered services,
contenders attending the call for tenders are usually temporary associations of companies or consortium of
companies (art. 37 of the Italian D.Lgs. no. 163/2006 and art. 4 of the European Directive no. 18/2004/CE). This
way, the client, while dealing with a unique subject, can at the same time take advantage from different
entrepreneur’s capacities and experiences.
7 Later on it will be explained how “programming” is the distinctive and typical feature of the global service.
8 Art. 1 of L. no. 241/1990.
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It is substantially responsible for the result9, intended not only as the work or service
execution, but also as the relative efficient, functional and economical
management. Differently, these responsibilities, in case of single contract, lie with
the client. The global service has to be distinguished from the multi-service contract,
which is nowadays succeeding in the field of the public contract. With the multi-
service contract the public administration outsources the execution of several
services to a single subject (through a single contract). In this case, differently from
the global service, the contractor is not responsible of the final result that goes further
the good quality execution of the services.
Services that can be outsourced through the global service are many and
different10. 
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9 Also the Italian UNI standard 10685/1998 confirms that the global service contains the result obligation,
defining the global service as a “contract based on result, which includes a plurality of services substituting the
maintenance regular activities with the full contractor responsibility on the results” (original text: “contratto
basato sui risultati che comprende una pluralità di servizi sostitutivi delle normali attività di manutenzione con
piena responsabilità dei risultati da parte dell’assuntore”). This standard was removed and replaced by the
Italian UNI standard 10685/2007.
10 The legislator, providing for the juridical lack of a global service contract definition, defines it as “the contract
allowing, in a real estate complex system, to outsource the maintenance processes, which can include many
activities (organizational, planning, executive ones, …) identified by the client during the goals definition
phase. Considering the business conventional classification, specifically referring to the real estate
management, the global service tends to include, more often, activities of building management, property
management and asset management, even if differently combined. Confirming that rigid classifications on
this topic have to be turned down, the most frequent activities in a global service contract can be: quality and
quantity real estate census, continuous monitoring of the real estate physical and performing condition, time
schedule of maintenance activities, executive planning of the most expensive operations, informatics
database management, operational and administrative statistical report, final data analysis” (original text:
“consente, nell’ambito di un sistema complesso di gestione immobiliare, di esternalizzare i processi
manutentivi, i quali possono comprendere una serie di attività (organizzative, di programmazione, esecutive
…), che il committente è tenuto ad individuare nella fase di definizione degli obiettivi. Secondo le classificazioni
convenzionali in uso in ambito aziendalistico, con specifico riferimento al c.d. real estate management, il
contratto di global service tende a ricomprendere in sé, più spesso, attività riconducibili al building
management, al property management e all’asset management, anche se variabilmente combinate fra di
loro. Ribadito che va escluso ogni carattere di tassatività nelle classificazioni al riguardo in uso, le attività più
ricorrenti in un contratto di global service possono essere: anagrafica quali-quantitativa del patrimonio
immobiliare; monitoraggio costante dello stato fisico e prestazionale degli immobili gestiti; pianificazione
temporale degli interventi manutentivi; progettazione esecutiva degli interventi più onerosi; esecuzione
operativa degli interventi; gestione delle banche dati su supporto informatico; report statistici sia di tipo
operativo che amministrativo; analisi dei dati a consuntivo”) (Italian Court of Accounts, jurisdictional section
for the Italian region Lombardia, 23/12/2005, no. 804). Recently Lazio Regional Administrative Court (TAR) stated
that “the technical meaning of global service refers to a contract regarding the management of considerably
worthy real estate, through many services, which are more than the ordinary maintenance activities and
which request contractor full responsibility (also from an economic point of view) of the technical-
organizational, contractual and economical results. Specifically economical results are regulated by an Italian
UNI standard set (UNI standard 9910 - UNI standard 10145 - UNI standard 10146 - UNI standard 10147 - UNI
standard 10604 - UNI standard 10685 - UNI standard 10874 - UNI standard 11136). Therefore the global service
contract refers to real estate maintenance in order to preserve the real estate at the required level on the basis
of an all-comprehensive, profitable, fixed and unchangeable contractual compensation. This compensation
has however to be based and measured in relation with the results according to defined methodologies (the
typical example is the one of the residential real estate, where the planned maintenance and urgency
activities are carried out together with the tenants census, rent collection, etc.). The contract code does not
specifically regulate the “service” contract category. However, the “service contract” has to refer to the
“mixed contract” category and specifically to the “economical prevalence” principle (paragraph 2, lett. b),
art. 14. Differently from other contracts, the Italian D.Lgs. no. 163, regulating contract category related to
good and service supply as well as to work execution, acknowledges that they can be included into the
“service” contract category only when their value is higher than the supplied product value. Just in the latter
case the call for tenders can be considered a contract service (original text. “Il global service in senso tecnico
del termine, concerne un contratto relativo alla gestione di patrimoni immobiliari di rilevante consistenza,
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For instance we can refer to the traditional real estate maintenance, which includes
heat management, real estate census and database, plant planned maintenance,
masonry work, restructuring, rent collection, cleaning service, reception, security
services, green area maintenance, call centre management, etc.
Besides the outsourcing contract, there is one more contract model the client can
use: the framework agreement11. With this agreement the client carries out a call for
tender based not on predefined contract elements, but on a sort of “open
contract”. During the “open contract” lifespan the public administration may agree
many contracts with the selected contractor12, outsourcing to it the relative services.
The client, by signing a framework agreement, selects the contractor and defines
the general agreement conditions. Nevertheless, it postpones the drawn up of the
single contracts according to its needs: time by time the client signs new contracts
outsourcing services, supplies and works13 implementing them into the framework
agreement. In fact the public administration, when not aware of its own needs
beforehand, does not want to be bound to a “closed contract”, avoiding this way
that service quantity and quality, defined in a contract, do not correspond to its
effective needs (for example because they are excessive or scant). The framework
agreement perfectly meets that issue. Object of the framework agreements can
be services and/or supplies as well as global service. Certainly, for the global service,
the client goes through an examination period to exactly identify the activities that
has to be outsourced (particularly for maintenance, where the client cannot
precisely identify in advance the required service typologies and quantity).
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attraverso una pluralità di servizi – che vanno al di là delle normali attività di manutenzione – che implicano
la piena responsabilità sui risultati, anche di carattere economico, della gestione da parte dell’assuntore sotto
il profilo tecnico-organizzativo, contrattualistico, e soprattutto economico, che è disciplinato da una specifica
classe di norme UNI (Norma UNI 9910 -Norma UNI 10145 - Norma UNI 10146 -Norma UNI 10147  Norma UNI
10604  Norma UNI 10685 Norma UNI 10874  Norma UNI 11136). Il contratto di global service quindi concerne
la manutenzione di un bene immobile per mantenerlo nello stato di conservazione richiesto sulla base di un
compenso contrattuale - onnicomprensivo, remunerativo, fisso ed invariabile - ma che deve però essere
basato e misurato sui risultati ottenuti secondo metodologie individuate (l’esempio classico è quello
dell’edilizia residenziale, dove alle attività di manutenzione programmata e d’urgenza si accompagnano i
censimenti degli occupanti, l’acquisizione dei canoni locativi ecc.). Il codice dei contratti non disciplina
specificamente la categoria dei contratti di “service”. La fattispecie però va riportata alla categoria dei
“contratti misti” ed in particolare al principio “della prevalenza economica”, di cui al comma 2, lett. B), dell'art.
14. A differenza di altre fattispecie concernenti contratti con prestazioni di diversa natura, il D.Lgs. n. 163, nel
disciplinare specificamente la categoria degli appalti comprendenti sia la fornitura di prodotti che la
prestazione di servizi ed anche l’esecuzione di lavori, riconosce che possono essere ricondotti alla categoria
degli appalti “di servizi” solo se il valore di questi ultimi è superiore a quello dei prodotti oggetto della fornitura.
Solo in tale ultima ipotesi la gara deve essere considerata come appalto di servizi”) (Lazio TAR, Section III
quarter, 02/03/2009, no. 2130).
11 Original name: “accordo quadro”. “The framework agreement is an agreement among one or more clients
and one or more contractors (economical operators), aimed to define clauses of contracts (that have to be
awarded during a specific period of time), with particular attention to the prices and eventually to the
estimated quantities (original text: “l’accordo quadro è un accordo concluso tra una o più stazioni appaltanti
e uno o più operatori economici e il cui scopo è quello di stabilire le clausole relative ai contratti da
aggiudicare durante un dato periodo, in particolare per quanto riguarda i prezzi e, se del caso, le quantità
previste”) (art. 3, par. 13 of the Italian D.Lgs. no. 163/2006; art. 1, paragraph 5, European Directive no.
18/2004/CE and art. 1, paragraph 4, European Directive no. 2004/17/CE).
12 The framework agreement specific regulation is defined in art. 59 of the Italian D.Lgs. no. 163/2006 (see also
art. 32 of the European Directive no. 18/2004/CE). It is worth noting that art. 59, through the Italian D.L. no.
173/2006 turned into L. no. 228/2006, came into force on February 1st, 2006).
13 About works, art. 59, par. 1, of D.Lgs no. 163/2006 permits to sign a framework agreement only for the
maintenance works.
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Therefore, while contents and general indications can be properly established
beforehand, specific performances will be later requested, when real needs are
better defined. Through this kind of contract, the global service contractor is in
charge of the decision of the most efficient management strategies. Undoubtedly,
this contract model is particularly suitable for the global service case, since it allows
to subsequently complete or modify the offers: in fact art. 59, par. 4, of the Italian
D.Lgs. no. 163/2006 claims that “when a framework agreement is signed with a
unique contractor, the contracts based on the framework agreement are awarded
complying with its established conditions. Clients, in order to award these contracts,
can contact (in writing) the framework agreement contractor, asking to complete
the offer if necessary14”.
The possibility to complete the offer fits well with the global service logic and goal.
In fact, once the client needs are verified, the offer can be modified considering the
emerging needs, in order to pursue the most efficient service management.
Obviously the client will be the one deciding about the offer, taking into account the
contractor indications. Client and contractor will then establish a dialogue to define
the operative strategies. Therefore the first step for the public administration is to
define the tool to carry out the activities, choosing among in-house management,
outsourcing contract and framework agreement. Then if a global service contract
is adopted, either in the form of framework agreement or in the form of outsourcing
contract, a public call for tender has to be prepared. Because of supply
heterogeneity and variety, drawing up call for tender documents (the special
contract terms above all) is particularly complex and requires a high technical
knowledge, which usually the public administration does not possess.
In order to face this lack, an European Directive (no. 18/2004) has acknowledged
as effective and as positive the collaborative relationship between client and
contractor before the call for tenders. This collaboration is called “technical
dialogue” and allows the public administration to relate to private companies in
order to identify the best management model and particularly to prepare the
contract terms15. Certainly the collaboration with sector specialist is essential to draw
up technical specification and contract terms, particularly for complex contracts.
Obviously, the European law affirms that this collaboration does not have to restrict
the competition by perhaps favoring the consulting company. Therefore the client
is always obliged to verify and to assess whether the suggested technical indications
enable the highest number of contenders to participate to the call for tenders.
As already mentioned, the main task of the global service call for tenders is to identify
a unique subject in charge of carrying out different activities: works, services and
supplies. For this reason it is difficult to define a discipline that can be used for the global
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14 Original text: “quando un accordo quadro è concluso con un solo operatore economico, gli appalti basati
su tale accordo quadro sono aggiudicati entro i limiti delle condizioni fissate nell’accordo quadro. Per
l’aggiudicazione di tali appalti, le stazioni appaltanti possono consultare per iscritto l’operatore parte
dell’accordo quadro, chiedendogli di completare se necessario la sua offerta”. See also art. 32 of the
European Directive no. 18/2004/CE.
15 “Before starting the awarding procedure of a contract, client administrations can, through a technical
dialogue, ask or accept consulting, in order to arrange contract specifications, as long as competition is not
restricted” (original text: “prima dell’avvio di una procedura di aggiudicazione di un appalto, le amministrazioni
aggiudicatici, possono, avvalendosi di un dialogo tecnico, possono sollecitare o accettare consulenze che
possono essere utilizzate nella preparazione del capitolato d’oneri a condizione che tali consulenze non
abbiano l’effetto di limitare la concorrenza” (VIII whereas clause of the European Directive no. 18/2004).
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service typology. As a matter of fact, while sometime it happens that different activities
belong to the same sectors (services, works or supplies), so that the same rules apply,
more frequently they do not (e.g. works and services, services and supplies, works and
supplies, or all the cited categories). The latter case is definitely a “mixed contract”
case. The European Directive no. 18/2004 states the “mixed contract” principles in the
X whereas clause and defines the relative regulation in art. 1. 
X whereas clause affirms that “a public contract is a work public contract only if it
specifically refers to the execution of the activities listed in annex I16 (even if the
contract can refer to the supply of other services necessary to execute the cited
activities). Also in the field of real estate, public service contracts can include works.
Anyway, in case works are accessory compared to the contract main object (and
therefore they are just a potential consequence or accomplishment of it), their
inclusion in the contract does not justify its qualification as work public contract”17.
Therefore, the European Directive no. 18/2004, in order to identify the discipline for
the mixed contract, adopts a qualitative criterion, considering the object rather
than the quantity of the activity. Hence, considering the whole contract, it is
necessary to verify whether the activities (distinguished among works, services and
supplies) are accessory or relevant to the contract economy.
This hermeneutic approach is reaffirmed by art. 1 of the European Directive no.
18/2004, confirming that the accessory criterion must be adopted to identify the
mixed contract  typology as well as the consequent discipline: “The supply public
contracts differ from those of letter b) (works) which have as object the acquisition,
the financial lease, the buyback lease or acquisition (with or without the product
purchase option). A public contract, where the object is the products supply and the
installation works are accessory, is considered a supply public contract. Service public
contracts differ from work or supply public contract which have service activities cited
in annex II as object. A public contract, having as object products and services cited
in annex II, is defined service public contract, when the service value is higher than
that of the supplied products. A public contract, that has as object services cited in
annex II and requires activities, according to annex I, only accessory compared to the
contract main object, is considered a service public contract18.
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16 Annex I includes the public work activities list.
17 Original text: “un appalto pubblico è appalto pubblico di lavori solo se il suo oggetto riguarda
specificatamente l’esecuzione delle attività di cui all’allegato I, anche se l’appalto può riguardare la fornitura
di altri servizi necessari per la esecuzione delle suddette attività. Gli appalti pubblici di servizi, anche nel settore
dei servizi di gestione immobiliare, possono comprendere lavori. Tuttavia, se tali lavori sono accessori rispetto
all’oggetto principale dell’appalto, e costituiscono quindi solo una conseguenza eventuale o un
completamento del medesimo, il fatto che detti lavori facciano parte dell’appalto non giustifica la qualifica
di appalto pubblico di lavori per l’appalto in questione”.
18 Original text: “gli appalti pubblici di forniture sono appalti pubblici diversi da quelli di cui alla lettera b (n.d.r.
lavori) aventi per oggetto l’acquisto, la locazione finanziaria, la locazione o l’acquisto a riscatto, con o senza
opzione per l’acquisto di prodotti. Un appalto pubblico avente per oggetto la fornitura di prodotti e, a titolo
accessorio, lavori di posa in opera e di installazione è considerato un appalto pubblico di forniture. Gli appalti
pubblici di servizi sono appalti pubblici diversi dagli appalti pubblici di lavori o di forniture aventi per oggetto
le prestazioni di servizi di cui all’allegato II. Un appalto pubblico avente per oggetto tanto dei prodotti quanto
dei servizi di cui all’allegato II è considerato un appalto pubblico di servizi quando il valore dei servizi in
questione supera quello dei prodotti oggetto dell’appalto. Un appalto pubblico avente per oggetto servizi
di cui all’allegato II e che preveda attività ai sensi dell’allegato I solo a titolo accessorio rispetto all’oggetto
principale dell’appalto è considerato un appalto pubblico di servizi”. Art. 1, par. 2, letter c) and d) of the
European Directive no. 18/2004.
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The abovementioned article regulates the three cases of mixed activities. The article
indicates the accessory criterion (qualitative criterion) in case of supplies/works and
services/works mix19. Differently, it indicates the quantitative criterion, based on the
activity value, in case of supplies/services mix. About the former case, considering
that generally the economic value of work contracts is remarkably higher than the
service and supply ones, it is fully acceptable to adopt the qualitative criterion in
order to identify the relative discipline. If the quantitative criterion were adopted
instead, there would have always been the risk to remit to the work discipline.
Differently, the close equivalence between services and supplies economical values
allows to adopt the quantitative criterion to identify the prevailing object of the
services/supplies mixed contract. The European Directive no. 18/2004 was adopted
in Italy with the already mentioned D.Lgs. no. 163/2006, which has introduced the
public contract Code. This Code, through art. 14, has fully reproduced, although
some additions, the mixed contract discipline20. 
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19 In fact according to the European law, in order to identify the “mixed contracts” law, the clients have to refer
to the contract main object and not only to the economical predominance of the activities. The law affirms
that in case “a contract includes elements of both work public contract and another type of public contract,
the contract principal object defines which European Directive (regulating public contracts) has to be
generally adopted … this decision has to be taken considering the prevailing essential responsibilities that
characterize the contract, differently than those that are accessory or complementary and are set by the
contract subject. The relative value of the different activities is just a criterion, among others, that has to be
considered” (original text: “un contratto contenga sia elementi riguardanti un appalto pubblico di lavori sia
elementi riguardanti un altro tipo di appalto pubblico, è l’oggetto principale del contratto a determinare
quale direttiva comunitaria in materia di appalti pubblici debba in linea di principio essere applicata … questa
determinazione deve avvenire tenendo conto degli obblighi essenziali che prevalgono e che, in quanto tali,
caratterizzano tale appalto in opposizione a quelli che rivestono solo un carattere accessorio o
complementare e sono imposti dall’oggetto del contratto; il valore rispettivo delle varie prestazioni presenti,
costituisce, a tal riguardo, solo un criterio tra altri da prendere in considerazione”) (Court of Justice, Section II,
February 21st 2008, C-412/04; Court of Justice, Section I, January 18th 2007, C-220/05).
20 Art. 14, par.1, of the D.Lgs 16/2006 defines mixed contract “as public contract where the object is: works and
supplies, works and services, works, services and supplies; services and supplies” (original text: “i contratti misti
sono contratti pubblici aventi per oggetto: lavori e forniture, lavori e servizi; lavori, servizi e forniture; servizi e
forniture”). Art. 14, par. 2, lett. a) defines that a “public contract, having as object the product supply and
accessory installation activities, is considered a “supply public contract”” (original text: “un contratto pubblico
avente per oggetto la fornitura di prodotti e, a titolo accessorio, lavori di posa in opera e di installazione è
considerato un “appalto pubblico di forniture”). Art. 14, par. 2, lett. b) defines that a “public contract, having
as object products and services listed in annex II is considered “service public contract” when the service
value is higher than the contract product one” (original text: “un contratto pubblico avente per oggetto
prodotti e servizi di cui all’allegato II è considerato “appalto pubblico di servizi” quando il valore dei servizi
supera quello dei prodotti oggetto dell’appalto”). Lastly art.14, par. 2, lett. c) defines that “a public contract
that has as object services listed in annex II and that requires activities, according to annex I, only accessory
compared to the contract principal object, is considered a “service public contract”” (original text: “un
contratto pubblico avente per oggetto servizi di cui all’allegato II e che preveda attività ai sensi dell’allegato
I solo a titolo accessorio rispetto all’oggetto principale dell’appalto è considerato un “appalto pubblico di
servizi”). It is worth to note that the previous law was almost exclusively based on a quantitative principle. In
fact, art.2, par. 1, of L. no. 109/1994 defined that “in case of mixed contracts regarding works, supplies and
services and in case of supply or service contracts (if works are included) the cited law is adopted when works
exceed 50% of economic relevance. The latter indication has not to be adopted in case works are purely
accessory compared to the contract principal object” (original text: “nei contratti misti di lavori, forniture e
servizi e nei contratti di forniture o di servizi quando comprendono lavori si applicano le norme della presente
legge qualora i lavori assumano rilievo superiore al 50 per cento. Quest’ultima disposizione non si applica ove
i lavori abbiano carattere meramente accessorio rispetto all'oggetto principale dedotto in contratto”). This
statement fully agrees with art. 3, par. 3, of the Italian D.Lgs. 157/1995: “work and service mixed contracts and
service contracts, if accessory works are included, in case works exceed 50% of economic relevance, adopt
law 109/1994 and subsequent modifications” (original text: “nei contratti misti di lavori e servizi e nei contratti
di servizi quando comprendono lavori accessori, si applicano le norme della Legge 11 febbraio 1994, n. 109
e successiva modificazioni, qualora i lavori assumano rilievo superiore al 50%”).
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Nevertheless the Italian legislator, in case of supply/work and service/work mixed
contract, adopts a criterion which is based not exclusively on accessoriness, but
also on quantity. In fact art. 14, par. 3, of the Italian D.Lgs. no. 163/2006, affirms: “in
order to enforce paragraph 2, the contract main object corresponds to work in case
its cost exceeds 50% of the total, unless, according to the contract distinctive
features, it is simply accessory compared to services and supplies21”. 
To sum up, through the public outsourcing Code, the Italian legislator introduced a
quantitative correction to the accessory criterion, establishing a rule that allows
identifying the contract main object: in case the work cost exceeds 50% of the total,
it represents the contract main object. Therefore, at the public call for tenders, the
whole public work law conditions have to be granted.
This assumption is anyway relative, since the legislator decided that in case of purely
accessory works, even if the work value exceeds 50% of the total cost, the contract
type is a supply or service one.
The mentioned paragraph 3, of art. 14 of the Italian D.Lgs. no. 163/2006, developed
with the purpose to set a certain standard level that identified the contract main
object, made the operators and interpreters task harder. It introduced in fact the
“pure accessory work” criterion next to the “accessorial work” criterion without
indicating how to determine whether a work exceeding the 50% of the cost is purely
accessory (in order to adopt the service and/or supply discipline). While waiting for
law indications helping to define the “purely accessory” concept, the decision to
evaluate a work “accessory” instead of “purely accessory” depends obviously on
hardly debatable technical discretion.
Anyway it is worth to note that the enactment of the Italian D.Lgs. no. 163/2006 led
to a unification of the discipline regarding the announcing steps and the contractor
selection of the call for tenders. Therefore, the significance of the mixed contract
typology (among work, service and supply) has become relevant above all during
the execution of the contract22. 
Moreover, also regarding the call for tenders requirements, the specification of the
mixed contracts, is absolutely worthless, since art. 15 of the Italian D.Lgs. no. 163/2006
states that candidates must possess the qualifications and abilities necessary to
accomplish every activity23.
Therefore, in case of supplies and services global service, the discipline of the sector
with the highest value has to be adopted. In case of global service in which services
and/or supplies are mixed with work activities, the discipline of the main object
sector have to be adopted. It’s anyway required to the contenders to own
qualifications and abilities necessary to accomplish every single activity.
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21 Original text: “ai fini della applicazione del comma 2, l’oggetto principale del contratto è costituito dai
lavori se l’importo dei lavori assume rilievo superiore al 50%, salvo che, secondo le caratteristiche specifiche
dell’appalto, i lavori abbiano carattere meramente accessorio rispetto ai servizi e alle forniture”.
22 Let’s think about the whole work discipline regarding tests, changes, reserves, etc.
23 Art.15 of the Italian D.Lgs. no. 163/2006 affirms that “the economical operator attending a mixed contract
call for tenders, must possess the qualification and ability requirements defined by the current code for
every work, service and supply considered in the contract” (original text: “l’operatore economico che
concorre alla procedura di affidamento di un contratto misto, deve possedere i requisiti di qualificazione
e capacità prescritti dal presente codice per ciascuna prestazione di lavori, servizi e forniture prevista dal
contratto”).
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3.2   SPECIAL CONTRACT TERMS
3.2.1 General characteristics
This paragraph addresses the relevant juridical issues concerning the special
contract term (to be lately developed together with the contractor), which is the
client main tool to define the call for tenders conditions and some contract clauses.
We initially focus our attention on the subjects that can be invited at the call for
tenders, granted that all the contract terms forecasts have to take into account of
the subjects of the relative discipline. Then we analyze the qualification requirements
(subjective, technical and economical) that the contenders must own. Finally, the
contender’s guarantees, the client asks for, is later discussed. All the topics are
addressed considering the recent public contract s reform, which first took place at
an European level (Directive no. 17/2004 and no. 18/2004) and then in Italy (D.Lgs.
no. 163/2006).

Subjects
Art. 34 of the Italian D.Lgs. no. 163/200624 defines six categories of contender which
can attend a public call for tenders: a) individual subjects, as single entrepreneur,
commercial and cooperative companies; b) cooperative consortia; c) stable
consortia; d) temporary association of companies (temporary consortium); e)
regular consortia, also as consortium companies; f) European economic interest
grouping (EEIG). Undoubtedly the contract herein considered, because of the
heterogeneity of the required activities, does not favor the participation of an
individual subject, due to its difficulty to develop a structure capable of executing
very different activities. Therefore the contender categories that will be analyzed
are the ones most suitable for the contract execution, those that group together
different companies, i.e. the association of companies and the three consortia
typologies. First of all, it is worth to note that regular consortia, other than the
denomination it shares with the other types, is by now considered like a temporary
association of companies25, differing from it just in the company structure stability.
While the association of companies is created for the single contract through the
ordinary consortium, companies develop a tool which, theoretically, allows them
to participate to every call for tenders26. 
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24 Art. 34 of D.Lgs no. 163/2006, regarding subjects that can be invited to the call for tenders as hypothetical
contractors of the public contract  (with the exception of what pointed out in the following note), does not
differ from what defined in the previous law for the different sectors (art. 10 of L. no. 109/1994 for works,
art.10 D.Lgs no. 398/1992 for supplies, art. 11 of the Italian D.Lgs. no. 157/1995 for services, art. 23 of the Italian
D.Lgs. no. 158/1995 for “excluded” contracts).
25 Art. 37 of D.Lgs no. 163/2006, named “Contender temporary association and ordinary consortium”,
dictates in fact a common discipline for the company associations and the ordinary consortium”.
26 Ordinary consortia that execute external activities are regulated by art. 2612 and following of the Italian
civil code. The ordinary consortium is created with a contract signed by promoting members, who become
then consortium subjects. Although its external vocation, being capable of managing direct relations with
third parties, the ordinary consortium cannot have a real company establishment, maintaining therefore a
pure contractual structure without legal status. Nevertheless, according to art. 2615 ter of the Italian civil code,
ordinary consortia can establish themselves as consortium companies, becoming one of the company entities
regulated in capo III and following of the Italian civil code Titolo V (libro 5°): commercial partnership (original
name: “società in nome collettivo”), limited liability company (original name: “società a responsabilità
limitata”), limited partnership (original name: “società in accomandita semplice”), partnership limited by share
(original name: “società in accomandita per azioni”) and stock company (original name: “società per azioni”).
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The described distinction between association of companies and regular
consortium led to an important provision in the public contract unified law, which
affirms that a ordinary consortium cannot be part of temporary association of
companies27.
Considering that regular consortia, and particularly temporary associations of
companies, are able to combine (permanently in the consortium and occasionally
in the association of companies) different entrepreneurs capabilities to carry out
heterogeneous services, they are certainly the most interested subjects in calls for
tender having as object a plurality of services. Art. 37 of the Italian D.Lgs. no.
163/2006 regulates associations and regular consortia without significantly diverging
from the previous norms28. The only difference, indeed very relevant, is the extension
of the joint and several liability of the members of the association or the consortium
to the subcontractors and the supplier29, rather than only to the client. This liability
needs special caution during the establishment of the association or of the ordinary
consortium, considering the absolute impossibility, especially for the association of
companies, to know and to manage the relationships that other companies have
with their subcontractors and particularly with their suppliers.
As already mentioned, cooperative30 and stable31 consortia are the other consortium
types considered by the Italian D.Lgs. no. 163/2006. They share the fundamental law
regulating the participation to the call for tenders, i.e. art. 35 of the Italian D.Lgs. no.
163/2006, which distinguishes two types of requirements. The first concerns technical
and financial qualifications, which have to be directly owned and approved by the
cooperative or permanent consortium that, differently from the regular one,
develops, over time, autonomous technical and financial qualifications. The second
concerns equipments and tools availability and annual average staff that the
cooperative or permanent consortium can gather from the members.
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27 Art. 34, par. 1, lett. d), of the D.Lgs no. 163/2006 affirms that associations of companies can be established
just by the categories indicated in lett. a) (individual entrepreneurs, commercial and cooperative
companies), lett. b) (cooperative consortia) and lett. c) (permanent consortia).
28 Art. 13 of L. no. 109/1994 for works, art. 10 of D.Lgs no. 398/1992 for supplies, art. 11 of D.Lgs no. 157/1995
for services, art. 23 of D.Lgs no. 158/1995 for “excluded” contract 
29 This joint and several liability is exceptionally excluded for companies in charge of divisible works or
secondary services, in which case they become mandant of the so called “vertical” group (art. 37,
paragraph 5, D.Lgs. no. 163/2006).
30 In the broader field of consortia, cooperative consortia have a so particular nature that their discipline
results closer to the cooperative one than to the other consortia ones. Cooperative consortia are not
regulated by the Italian civil code but by a law specifically aimed to regulate, in a unitary way, the
cooperative phenomenon (L. no. 422/1909 of the Regio Decree no. 278/1911 and D.Lgs of the Provisional
Chief of State no. 1577/1947). This special law regulates the cooperative consortia establishments, the
cooperative members requirements, the registration to the prefect registry (Italian name: registro prefettizio)
and to the cooperation general records, the public contract participations. Regarding the latter point, it is
useful to emphasize that the participation of production and work cooperative consortium to public
contract  (differently from ordinary consortium, whose participation was not certain until the precise
indication of L. no. 109/1994) was declared by L. no. 422/1909, where art. 1 affirms that “the production and
work cooperative companies, legally established, can join in a consortium in order to execute … public
work contract s” (original text: “le società cooperative di produzione e lavoro legalmente costituite possono
riunirsi in consorzio per assumere … appalti di opere pubbliche dello Stato”). The following art. 4 of the same
law confers to cooperative consortia the important status of juridical person, separating them from their
member companies.
31 Through D.Lgs no. 163/2006 the “permanent consortium” (a consortium introduced by the Italian D.P.R
no. 554/1999 only for public works) can participate to all the public calls for tender, including calls for tender
having as subject topics discussed in this book.
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The recent law on public contract has defined a special discipline for stable
consortia, extending their possible participation, initially limited to works, also to
supply and service calls for tender32. In order to be considered as stable, the
consortium has to be established by at least three subjects33, who decided to
operate continuously for at least a period of time of five years, creating a common
business structure.
Since the permanent consortium gathers all the positive elements of the other two
types, it represents a special opportunity for those entrepreneurs intentioned to work
together in a combined structure. Like ordinary consortium, the stable one directly
acquires the technical-economical qualifications of its member companies. This
way it can immediately attend the calls for tender, overcoming therefore the limit
of the cooperative consortium, which cannot accumulate neither technical nor
economical-financial qualifications, since they have to be directly gained34. Like
cooperative consortium, stable one gains directly the economical-financial and
technical-organizational qualifications. Nevertheless, differently than the
cooperative consortium, when the stable one is dismissed (as long as it happens
within six month from its establishment), the cited qualifications are inherited by its
member companies35.
The EEIG (European Economic Interest Grouping), although statistically marginal in
the Italian economy, is an important association subject because enables
companies, operating in different European countries, to work together, establishing
a new legal subject. EEIG aims “to encourage or to develop the economical activity
of its members, to improve or to increase their results; the group does not look for its
own profits”36 (Art. 3 of CEE Regulation, July 25th 1986, no. 2137). What made EEIG
interesting is that both commercial companies and individuals can work together,
hypothesis ruled out for other associated and consortium subjects. Nevertheless, the
essential condition that EEIG has to be established by at least two subjects, whose
headquarters are based in different European Union countries, has so far limited its
development.

Subjective and general required qualifications
Subjective qualifications are the general conditions that contenders (company and
its administrators) must possess in order to attend to the public calls for tender.
Differently than technical and economical qualifications, that prove the client the
contender entrepreneurial ability, the possession of the subjective qualifications
proves the contender integrity and reliability.
Subjective qualifications are essential conditions for attending to the call for tenders.
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32 Art. 36 of the Italian D.Lgs. no. 163/2006.
33 Individual entrepreneurs, commercial and cooperative companies of the Italian D.Lgs. no. 163/2006
(art.34, par. 1 lett. c)) can establish a permanent consortium.
34 This prerogative stems from two law dispositions: one offers the opportunity to accumulate revenues (even
increased by defined percentages – art. 36, par. 6 of the Italian D.Lgs. no. 163/2006), the other enables the
permanent consortium to participate to public contract s using the consortium company qualifications (art.
36, par. 7 of the Italian D.Lgs. no. 163/2006). 
35 Art. 36, par. 2, of the Italian D.Lgs. no. 163/2006.
36 Original text: “di agevolare o di sviluppare l’attività economica dei suoi membri, di migliorare o di
aumentare i risultati di questa attività; il gruppo non ha lo scopo di realizzare profitti per se stesso”
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Consequently contenders that cannot demonstrate their possession will be rejected.
Clients have to use the binding list of art. 38 of the Italian D.Lgs. no. 163/200637 to
identify the subjective qualifications.
Chamber of Commerce registration is also included among the general required
qualifications: it enables the client to verify whether the contender business purpose
includes the call for tenders objects, whether during the last five years it underwent
bankruptcy procedures and to know its legal representatives38. 

Economical–financial and technical–organizational required qualifications
What so far illustrated refers to a part of the special law against which the client
cannot act discretionally, since the abovementioned conditions are set by the
sector standard regulation.
The case of the present paragraph qualifications is different. In fact, the current
regulation, as well as the previous one, indicates the economical and technical
qualifications the client can require from the contenders, but gives it the freedom
to set the relative “measure”. However this “measure” has to comply with the
general proportionality principle, considering that also admission requirements must
be proportioned to the contract value and complexity.
Economical and financial qualifications, which demonstrate the contender solidity,
are defined by art. 41 of the Italian D.Lgs. no. 163/2006 that advises the client to ask
for the provision of one or more of the following documents: a) at least two banking
references; b) balance sheets or the relative D.P.R. no. 445/2000 statement; c) global
and specific sales of the last three years or the relative D.P.R. no. 445/2000
statements. Regarding economical qualifications, differently from the technical
ones, the client can ask for additional documents when it is necessary to verify the
contender reliability.
Considering the fact that contenders are generally company associations and
consortia (gathering different expertise), a couple of considerations should be
made about the abovementioned three documents. The first two documents
(banking references and balance sheets) are expression of the company overall
solidity: every member company must enclose them to the offer. In case of
company associations or consortia, the request of the third document (global and
specific sales of the last three years or the relative D.P.R. no. 445/2000 statements) is
singularly satisfied by the member companies. There are two solutions: in the first
one the global sale is summed up from each company global sale (optionally the
group leader and the mandants are asked for a minimum percentage); in the
second one just the companies in charge of the related activities declare the
specific sales. Actually this last condition, considered the high heterogeneity of the
services requested in the global service call for tenders, appears absolutely
necessary.
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37 Art. 38 of the Italian D.Lgs. no. 163/2003 presents a list that does not differ from those previously included
in the sector rules. The most interesting news are in the last two required documents. The first one regards the
introduction of the fulfillment of obligations towards disabled workers (art. 17 of L. no. 68/1999) in the contract
rules. The second one regards the eventual sanctions applied according to the organizations administrative
responsibility, companies included (Italian D.Lgs. 231/2001).
38 Art. 39 of the Italian D.Lgs. no. 163/2003.
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The technical and organizational qualifications are defined by art. 42 of the Italian
D.Lgs. no. 163/2006, that indicates eleven points proving the contender
entrepreneurial ability (all complying also with D.P.R. no. 445/2000 statements). The
client can evaluate the contender technical ability asking also for the business
quality certification or for the fulfillment of equivalent quality guarantees39.
Also now it has to be considered that, in case of a global service outsourcing, the
client has to ask for the technical qualifications taking into account the participation
of associations of companies or consortia and allowing therefore to cumulate the
relative qualifications. Moreover, in case cleaning activities are included in the call
for tenders, the client must ask the contractor for the Chamber of Commerce
registration document, indicating the relative class40, that dispenses the contractor
with enclosing some documents regarding the subjective41, economical42 and
technical43 required qualifications.

The availing chance
The chance for a subject to avail itself of someone else qualifications was already
provided by the previous European Directive on services (92/50/CEE). For this reason
the administrative jurisdiction, before Directive no. 18/2004 and Italian D.Lgs. no.
163/2006 were drawn, had already adopted it in the Italian law.
Now, with the clear indication of the European Directives no. 17/2004 (art. 54) and no.
18/2004 (art. 47 and 48) and of the Italian D.Lgs. no. 163/2006 (art. 49), the availing
chance is fully inserted in the Italian law. Through this tool, a contender who does not
own the economical-financial and/or the technical-organizational qualifications (e.g.,
in case of works, a SOA certification), in order to be admitted to a call for tenders, can
refer to the qualifications of another subject which is called “ancillary” of the
contender. Italian D.Lgs. no. 163/2006, while regulating how to admit a contender who
wants to avail itself with an auxiliary company44, asks anyway for a joint and several
liability, which permanently binds, during the contract life span, contender and
auxiliary company to the public administration45. In fact art. 49, par. 4, of the Italian
D.Lgs. no. 163/2006 affirms that “the contender and the auxiliary company are jointly
and severally responsible towards the client for the contract activities46”. This liability, we
think, will in effect limit the adoption of the availing chance. 
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39 Art. 43 of the Italian D.Lgs. no. 163/2006.).
40 The cleaning company classes are provided by art. 3 of the Italian D.M. no 247/1997, pursuant to art.1 and
4, of L. no. 82/1994. 
41 Absence of bankruptcy and other procedures, absence of convictions and having not committed serious
mistakes (art. 38, par.1, lett. a), c) and f) of the Italian D.Lgs. no. 163/2006).
42 Balance sheets producing and sales declaration (art. 41, par.1, lett b) and c) of the Italian D.Lgs. no. 163/2006).
43 The indication of the main services, the technical staff, the owned equipment, the manager qualifications,
the environmental management tools, the average annual employees number, the equipment used in the
contract  as well as the enclosure of samples and quality certification of the supplied goods (art. 42, par. 1,
lett. a), b), c), d), e), f), g), h), i), l) and m), of the Italian D.Lgs. no. 163/2006).
44 For example, the contender has to enclose the auxiliary company statement, where the auxiliary
company commits itself to make available the needed resources to the contender and to the public
administration. Moreover a company can neither attend a call for tenders being at the same time auxiliary
of another contender, nor be auxiliary of different contenders at the same call for tenders (art. 49 of the
Italian D.Lgs. no. 163/2006).
45 Directives no. 17/2004 and no. 18/2004 absolutely lack of the joint and several liability.
46 Original text: “il concorrente e l’impresa ausiliaria sono responsabili in solido nei confronti della stazione
appaltante in relazione alle prestazioni oggetto del contratto”.
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The guarantees
In the global service contract, other than the guarantees requested by the call for
tenders47 and by the contract48, it is advisable for the client to set minimum standard
levels that the contractor has to achieve. Therefore rewards or penalties are
established and tied to the achievement/failure of minimum standard levels.

3.2.2 The direction
In the global service, direction means to coordinate the activities carried out by the
contractor, to check the key needs that can determine interventions modification,
to relate to the client, to monitor the qualitative and economical goals which have
been defined in the call for tenders and/or proposed in the offer. 
The direction is then the global service main feature, since, as already mentioned it
is something more and in some aspects something different than the simple sum of
the outsourced services. There are therefore two consequences regarding the
required qualifications. First of all, it is appropriate that the client, in the admission
technical requirements, asks the contenders (or one of the companies of the
association or consortium) to possess a specific expertise for coordinating and
supervising the global service. Besides, among the offer evaluation criteria, there
should be one focusing on the coordination and control plan that the contractor
adopts to improve or implement the client’s indications.

3.2.3 The control
The activity mentioned in the previous paragraph is certainly linked to the control
system the contractor proposes in order to enable a continuous control of quality,
efficiency and effectiveness of each service. The client is certainly connected to
this, so that it can monitor the services execution and immediately interact with the
contractor. 
This activity has to be included among the technical requirements as well, so that
only the companies capable of offering the requested control system can be
admitted to the call for tenders. Besides the client should define specific evaluation
criteria to reward the best control system.

3.3   THE OFFER
3.3.1 Offer evaluation criteria
Undoubtedly, a contract regarding many services (comprehensive of its general
management, i.e. the direction) can reach its highest potential as well as find its
raison d’etre when the contractor is a company which, besides managing the
outsourced services, becomes also a client’s privileged partner and shares activities,
relative corrections and final goals.
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47 The guarantee system the contender presents at the call for tenders requires a provisional deposit (2% of
the call for tenders amount) and a guarantor commitment to provide the guarantee (Italian name:
fideiussione) in case the contract is awarded (art. 75 of the Italian D.Lgs. no. 163/2006).
48 The guarantee system the winner presents at the contract award requires a definitive deposit (10% of the
call for tenders amount) which can increase in case of offer with rebates higher than 10% and can
progressively be cleared depending on work progress or on contract  residual lifespan (art. 113 of the Italian
D.Lgs. no. 163/2006).
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This objective can be concretely achieved whether the client conceives two basic
aspects as key selection criterions of the call for tenders: the definition of the
admission requirements and the identification of the offer evaluation methods. The
first one is intended to select reliable contenders regarding a moral, technical and
economical point of view. The second one is intended to select the offer that can
best satisfy the client’s interests. This preamble leads unequivocally to identify the
quality as the main criterion in the offer evaluation. In fact, the awarding committee
can evaluate the contender offers taking into account not just the price49, but also
a set of key elements related to the client’s strategic goals. First of all it is suggested
to assign a parameter to both price and quality (the two main elements). Quality
should have a significantly higher value (60-70 points out of 100). The “technical”
score (i.e. quality) can also be divided into several evaluation criteria, which should
address two different needs: to “vertically” reward the offer combination and to
“horizontally” emphasize every single outsourced service. This allows to build an
evaluation table which combines the evaluation of specific activities and the global
service features such as services direction and control, interaction with the client -
also through informatics tools - performance and saving goals.
The price can be evaluated altogether or considering every single service, so that
the total price can be effectively appreciated in its single aspects.
Special attention has to be paid to the discipline of anomalous offer, radically
updated by the Italian D.Lgs. no. 163/200650. The first news, at least for services
contracts, is the request to enclose to the offer a document which briefly and
preventively justifies it51. The methods to identify the anomalously low offer have also
been modified. In fact the Italian D.Lgs. no. 163/2006, while clearly affirming that
the client can always and anyway verify the anomalously low offers52, has
introduced two new methods to identify the thresholds at which an offer becomes
anomalously low (that compel the client to adopt the relative sub-procedure).
These new methods concern contracts awarded with both the criterion of the
lowest price53 and the criterion of the most economically advantageous offer54.
When an offer is anomalously low and explanations enclosed are considered
insufficient, the client must ask the contender for further explanations55, which have
to be presented within ten days56. In case they are however considered insufficient,
the public administration has to summon the contender for a joint audit analysis of
the explanations57. Only when this procedure is finished, the client can legitimately
exclude the anomalously low offer.
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49 Art. 83 of the Italian D.Lgs. no. 163/2006 identifies approximately the following evaluation elements: a)
price, b) quality, c) technical value, d) aesthetics and functional aspects, e) environmental aspects, f)
utilization and maintenance cost, g) profitability, h) after sale service, i) technical assistance, l) delivery date,
i.e. delivery or execution deadline, m) spare parts commitment, n) supplying reliability.
50 Art. 86, 87, 88 and 89 of the Italian D.Lgs. no. 163/2006.
51 Art. 86, par. 5, of the Italian D.Lgs. no. 163/2006.
52 Art. 86, par. 3, of the Italian D.Lgs. no. 163/2006.
53 Art. 86, par. 1, of the Italian D.Lgs. no. 163/2006.
54 Offers obtaining a score equal or higher than 4/5 of the maximum, contextually for price and quality, are
considered anomalously low (art 86, par. 2, of the Italian D.Lgs. no. 163/2006).
55 Art. 87 of the Italian D.Lgs. no. 163/2006.
56 Art. 88, par. 2, of the Italian D.Lgs. no. 163/2006.
57 Art. 88, par. 4, of the Italian D.Lgs. no. 163/2006.
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3.4   AWARDING PROCEEDURES 
The procedures that a client can use to announce a global service call for tenders
are the open procedure, the restricted procedure, the competitive dialogue and,
exceptionally, the negotiated procedure.
3.4.1 Open procedure
The open procedure is characterized by the simultaneity of selection and analysis
of the offers. The process consists in the client publishing a call for tenders
advertisement58, containing general information about the procedure execution.
According to that, the interested subjects can present their offer, with the requested
documents, within the defined terms59.
3.4.2 Restricted procedure 
This procedure is characterized by an initial phase where contenders are pre-
selected and a subsequent phase where preselected contenders are allowed to
present their offers. First of all, the client publishes the call for tenders advertisement,
indicating the deadline for the reception of the admission demands60 that is the
contender request to be invited at the call for tenders. Documents proving
subjective, technical and economical qualifications have to be enclosed.
Once the deadline is expired, the pre-selection starts. In this phase the awarding
committee investigates on the possession of the admission qualifications. At the end
of this phase the contenders to be invited to the call for tenders are selected61. 
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58 The advertisement has to be published on the European Union official journal, on the Italian Republic official
journal (original name: “Gazzetta Ufficiale”), on the client company profile, on the website of the Infrastructure
and Transport Minister and in abstract form on two national daily newspapers.
59 A period of at least 52 days must elapse between the shipment of the call for tenders advertisement to the
European Union Official Publication Office and the deadline for the offer submission (art. 70, par. 2, of the Italian
D.Lgs. no. 163/2006). In case the operating public administration had previously sent the pre-informative
announcement to the European Union official journal, the Italian D.Lgs. no. 163/2006 allows to reduce this period
of time to 36 days and exceptionally to 22 days (art. 70, par. 7, of the Italian D.Lgs. no. 163/2006).
60 A period of at least 37 days must elapse between the shipment of the advertisement to the European Union
Official Publication Office and the deadline for the offer submission (art. 70, par. 3, of the Italian D.Lgs. no.
163/2006). In case of urgency, that has to be adequately explained, the Italian D.Lgs. no. 163/2006 allows to
reduce this period of time to 15 days (art. 70, par. 11, of the Italian D.Lgs. no. 163/2006).
61 Art. 62 of the Italian D.Lgs. no. 163/2006 allows to predetermine how many contenders can be invited at
precise conditions: “during restricted procedures (regarding services, supplies, or works with a cost equal or
exceeding 40 millions euro), during the negotiated procedures (with the publishment of a call for tenders
advertisement) and during the competitive dialogue (whatever the contract object is), due to the difficulty or
the complexity of work, supply or service, clients can limit the number of eligible candidates (as long as it is
sufficient) that can either make an offer, or negotiate, or participate at the dialogue. When clients take
advantage of this power, they indicate, in the call for tenders advertisement the objective and not
discriminatory requirements they adopt (according to the proportional criterion), the minimum number of
candidates they invite, and, in case it’s opportune and justified, the maximum number. In restricted procedures,
if there are eligible candidates, the relative minimum number cannot be lower than ten (or twenty in case of
works with a cost equal or exceeding 40 millions euro) (original text: “ nelle procedure ristrette relative a servizi
o forniture, ovvero a lavori di importo pari o superiore a quaranta milioni di euro, nonché nelle procedure
negoziate con pubblicazione di un bando di gara e nel dialogo competitivo quale che sia l’oggetto del
contratto, le stazioni appaltanti, quando lo richieda la difficoltà o la complessità dell’opera, della fornitura o
del servizio, possono limitare il numero di candidati idonei che inviteranno a presentare un’offerta, a negoziare,
o a partecipare al dialogo, purché vi sia un numero sufficiente di candidati idonei. Quando si avvalgono di tale
facoltà, le stazioni appaltanti indicano nel bando di gara i criteri, oggettivi, non discriminatori, secondo il
principio di proporzionalità, che intendono applicare, il numero minimo dei candidati che intendono invitare,
e, ove lo ritengano opportuno per motivate esigenze di buon andamento, il numero massimo. Nelle procedure
ristrette di cui al comma 1, il numero minimo di candidati non può essere inferiore a dieci, ovvero a venti per
lavori di importo pari o superiore a quaranta milioni di euro, se sussistono in tale numero soggetti idonei”).
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They then receive the invitation letter and the call for tenders contract terms,
indicating modalities and deadlines to submit the offers62. Afterwards, as for the
open procedure, offers are analyzed and awarded.
In the case of global service, the restricted procedure is preferred to the open one.
It is in fact a complex contract where the qualifications requirements are more
articulated and consequently also the offer presentation is complicated. So,
contenders, through the prequalification phase, can better evaluate the invitation
requirements and avoid, in case of not eligibility, to waste resources drawing up the
offer, particularly complicated in its technical design. Also the Italian D.Lgs. no.
163/2006 recommends to adopt the restricted procedure in case of contract having
as object activities whose complexity goes beyond their simple execution and in
case the selected criterion is that of the most economical offer63.

3.4.3 Competitive dialogue
The global service, as already mentioned, is characterized by the plurality and
heterogeneity of the required services and often also by the client incapability to
specifically determine its own needs. In order to overcome this difficulty the
European legislator introduced, next to the open and restricted procedure, another
call for tenders procedure: the competitive dialogue.
The competitive dialogue is an evolving procedure. The client in fact defines
needed tools and services during the procedure instead of in advance. Definition
and goal of the competitive dialogue are again set by the European Directive no.
18/2004, which defines it as “an open procedure, where any economical subject
can be invited and where the client starts a dialogue with the selected candidates
in order to elaborate one or more solutions aimed to satisfy its own needs. According
to these needs, candidates will be invited to make their offers64”. Needs that can be
fulfilled introducing the competitive dialogue are clearly described in the XXXI
whereas clause of the same Directive “… when an open or restricted procedure
does not allow to outsource the contracts, it is necessary to adopt a flexible
procedure safeguarding both the economical subject competition and the need
of the client to discuss with every candidate about all the contract aspects65”.
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62 The deadline cannot be set earlier than 40 days from the invitation letter shipment (art. 70, par. 4, of the Italian
D.Lgs. no. 163/2006). In case the client had previously sent the pre-informative announcement to the European
Union official journal, the Italian D.Lgs. no. 163/2006 allows to reduce this period of time to 36 days, and
exceptionally to 22 days (art. 70, par. 7, of the Italian D.Lgs. no. 163/2006). In case of urgency the Italian D.Lgs.
no. 163/2006 allows to reduce this period of time to 10 days (art. 70, par. 11, of the Italian D.Lgs. no. 163/2006).
63 Art. 55, par. 2, of the Italian D.Lgs. no. 163/2006 indicates that “client preferably adopts restricted procedures
when the contract object is not just the service execution or when the awarding criterion is that of the most
economical advantageous offer (original text: “le stazioni appaltanti utilizzano di preferenza le procedure
ristrette quando il contratto non ha per oggetto la sola esecuzione, o quando il criterio di aggiudicazione è
quello dell’offerta economicamente più vantaggiosa”).
64 Original text: “una procedura aperta alla quale qualsiasi operatore economico può chiedere di partecipare
e nella quale l’amministrazione aggiudicatrice avvia un dialogo con i candidati ammessi a tale procedura
al fine di elaborare una o più soluzioni atte a soddisfare le sue necessità e sulla base della quale o dei quali i
candidati saranno invitati a presentare le offerte”. Art. 1, par. 11, lett. c), of the European Directive no. 18/2004.
65 Original text: “… nella misura in cui il ricorso a procedure aperte o ristrette non consenta di aggiudicare detti
appalti, occorre prevedere una procedura flessibile che salvaguardi sia la concorrenza tra operatori
economici sia la necessità delle amministrazioni aggiudicatici di discutere con ciascun candidato tutti gli
aspetti dell’appalto”.
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This norm, optionally adopted by the European members66, has been transposed
into the Italian law by art. 58 of D.Lgs. no. 163/200667. Through the competitive
dialogue the client, in case of particularly complex contract68, starts a dialogue with
the selected candidates in order to find – even with a multi step process - one or
more solutions that satisfies its needs. The awarding subject continues the dialogue
until it identifies, even by comparison, the best solution. After having declared the
dialogue closure69 and informed the contenders, the client invites them to present
the final offer on the basis of the determined solutions.
During the dialogue the client has to guarantee equal treatment, since it is its duty
not to give discriminatory information favoring some contenders instead of others
(e.g. revealing the proposed solutions).
Because of the contract complexity, the awarding criterion of the competitive
dialogue is that of the economically most advantageous offer70. 
The competitive dialogue is the most suitable procedure for the global service. In
fact, because of the heterogeneity and the strong connection among the required
activities, the necessary tools as well as the economical-financial and juridical plans
are progressively defined by the client who is incapable to figure them out in
advance.

3.5   THE SERVICE LEVEL AGREEMENT (SLA)
The global service contract is based on the results and on the quality of the
outsourced services and for this reason the Service Level Agreement (SLA) has a
fundamental role. SLA is defined through some performance control parameters
that the client uses to evaluate the contractor service level. In fact, SLA sets a
minimum qualitative level below which the performances of the contractor are
considered unacceptable. Those parameters, specified in the call for tenders
documentation, enable to efficiently measure the service level.
In order to define SLA, the client has to identify some indicators (e.g. time schedule,
claims and end-user satisfaction) to measure the service quality. Consequently the
adoption of SLA requests the contractor to periodically transmit data and results in
order to enable the client to constantly and fully monitor the service quality.
Moreover it is opportune that the contract identifies a penalty system to set off in
case the requested qualitative standard levels are not satisfied.
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66 Art. 29, par. 1, of the European Directive no. 18/2004 defines that “in case of particularly complex contract s,
EU member states can enable the awarding administration to adopt a competitive dialogue when the open
or restricted procedures do not allow to outsource the contract, (original text: “nel caso di appalti
particolarmente complessi gli Stati membri possono prevedere che l’amministrazione aggiudicatrice, qualora
ritenga che il ricorso alla procedura aperta o ristretta non permetta l’aggiudicazione dell’appalto, possa
avvalersi del dialogo competitivo”).
67 Art. 58 of the Italian D.Lgs. no. 163/2006 came into force on February 1st 2007 through the Italian D.L. no
173/2006, converted in law 288/2006.
68 Art. 58, par. 2, of the Italian D.Lgs. no. 163/2006 gives some indications to identify a particular complex
contract: a) the client incapability to find out the technical tools to satisfy its own needs; b) the client is not
able to specify the juridical settings.
69 The procedural phases of the competitive dialogue are: a) call for tenders advertisement indicating the
client’s needs; b) beginning of the dialogue with the contenders; c) once the dialogue is closed, clients invite
the contenders to present their offers; c) finally the offer evaluation ordinary phase takes place.
70 Art. 58, par. 4, of the Italian D.Lgs. no. 163/2006.
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3.6   CONTRACT START-UP
The global service object is a plurality of services which are often complex and
highly technical. Besides, clients are frequently not able to define in advance the
services they need. Let’s think for example at the maintenance of the real estate.
The client is not always aware of the buildings condition and often it cannot even
precisely determine its own real estate patrimony.
Therefore it is always required a first phase to analyze and collect data (the survey
phase) in order to verify real needs and suitable strategies. In the second phase,
which is strictly connected to the first phase outcomes and focused on the definition
of service performance levels, open clauses are discussed and incorporated into
the contract. Later, these clauses enable a renegotiation of the required
performances.
Essential part of the contract is also the definition of tools enabling the client to
monitor the service quality and the goal achievement. It is therefore necessary to
define frequency and typology of data and communications the contractor has
to transmit. Moreover it is opportune to define intermediate steps in which the client
can evaluate the service performance and, optionally (particularly in case of public
administration), ask for data allowing its verification.

3.7   THE ADDED VALUE OF THE GLOBAL SERVICE
The global service contract is the “extreme” way to outsource activities, since it
outsources not only the services execution, but also their strategic management.
A global service contract has undoubtedly many advantages both for the client
(also in case of a public subject) and for the contractor.
First of all the global service contract has some organizational advantages. In fact
the client can concentrate all its human resources just on the core business
execution, since all the other non core activities are outsourced, taking responsibility
only for the control activities.
The global service ensures an high quality service level, since professional
companies, with a constantly updated technological know-how, are in charge to
carry out the outsourced activities.
Besides, outsourcing several services to a unique contractor (instead of several
services to several contractors) allows to obtain significant savings in the
announcement of public call for tenders, to sign an unique contract, to identify an
unique contract interlocutor (unique subject for payments, contentions, etc.) and
to manage all contract-connected activities.
Other than organization advantages, the global service gives also operative-
managerial advantages. In fact, the possibility to modify the services according to
the client’s needs (in a monitoring preliminary phase) allows the client to define and
ask for the most suitable services. Moreover, the pre-definition of SLA guarantees to
constantly maintain a certain quality standard level. When services are outsourced
to private company through the global service their management is more flexible
compared to the highly bureaucratic management typical of the public
administration.
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Finally there are economical-financial advantages. First of all, there are savings in
administrating a unique contract and procedure and in managing a single
contract. Then, there is a general reduction of the service costs, due to the global
service value. In fact the private contractor, taking advantages of fixed incomes
and of scale economies from suppliers, can make an economically competitive
offer, certainly more convenient than the one made for the assignment of a single
service.

ACRONYMS
CEE = Comunità Economica Europea = European Economical Community
D.L. = Decreto Legge = Law Decree
D.Lgs. = Decreto Legislativo = Legislative Decree
D.M. = Decreto Ministeriale = Ministerial Decree
D.P.R. = Decreto Presidente della Repubblica = Republic President Decree 
L. = Legge = Law
SOA = Società Organismo attestazione = Certification company body
TAR = Tribunale amministrativo regionale = Regional administrative court
UNI = Ente Nazionale Italiano di Unificazione = Italian Organization for standardization
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